
PSHE Long Term Planning – Summary of Year 4 Units   

AUTUMN 1 - Being Me in My World AUTUMN 2 - Celebrating Differences 
*Becoming a class ‘team’. Understand how attitudes and actions 

can make a difference to the class team. (SMSC) (DRIMT) (Resp) 

*Being a school citizen. Understand who is in the school 

community. Identify ways to take on a role in a group and 

contribute to the overall outcome. (SMSC) (DIM)  

*Rights, responsibilities and democracy. Understand how 

democracy works through the school council. (SMSC) (D) (J) 

*Rewards and consequences. Understand that actions affect 

individuals. Understand how rewards and consequences motivate 

people’s behaviour. (SMSC) (DRIM) (Resp) 

*Our class rules. Understand how groups can come together to 

make decisions. (SMSC) (D)  

*Owning our class rules. Understand how democracy and having a 

voice benefits the school community. (SMSC) (D) (Resp, J) 

*Judging by appearances. Understand that sometimes people 

make assumptions about other people based on what they look like. 

Begin to accept people for who they are. (SMSC) (T) 

*Understanding influences. Understand how people can be 

influenced to make assumptions about others based on what they 

look like.  (SMSC) (IMT) 

*Understanding bullying. Understand that sometimes bullying may 

be hard to identify and understand what to do if someone thinks 

this may be happening but is not sure. (SMSC) (RM) (Resp, K, J) 

*Problem solving. Understand why witnesses might sometimes join 

in with bullying and sometimes do not tell. Explain how to problem 

solve a bullying situation with others. (SMSC) (RMT) (Resp, J) 

*Special me. Identify what is special about individuals and value 

the different ways in which they are unique.  (SMSC) (IM) 

*Celebrating difference: how we look. Explain a time when an 

individual’s first impression changed after getting to know 

someone. (SMSC) (MT) 

SPRING 1 - Dreams and Goals SPRING 2 - Healthy Me 
*Hopes and dreams. Identify personal hopes and dreams and 

understand how this feels. (SMSC) (I)  

*Broken dreams. Understand that sometimes hopes and dreams 

do not come true and this can hurt. (SMSC) (M) (Resi) 

*Overcoming disappointment. Understand that reflecting on 

positive and happy experiences can help counteract 

disappointment. (SMSC) (I) (Resi) 

*Creating new dreams. Identify ways to make a new plan and set 

new goals even when disappointed in the past. (SMSC) (IM) (Resi) 

*Achieving goals. Recognise how to work out the steps achieve a 

new goal. Recognise that this can be done successfully as part of a 

group. (SMSC) (DIMT) (Resi) 

*We did it! Identify contributions made by others, which aid to 

the groups achievement. (SMSC) (DMT) 

*My friends and me. Recognise how different friendship groups 

are formed. Identify feelings individuals may have about friends 

and different friendship groups. (SMSC) (IMT)  

*Group dynamics. Understand that there are people who take on 

the role of leaders or followers in a group and identify which role 

individuals take in different situations. (SMSC) (DIMT) 

*Smoking. Understand the facts about smoking and its effects on 

health. Recognise some of the reasons people may start to smoke. 

(SMSC) (DIT) (H, Resp) 

*Alcohol. Understand the facts about alcohol and its effects on 

health, particularly the liver. Recognise some of the reasons 

people may drink alcohol. (SMSC) (DIT) (H, Resp) 

*Healthy friendships. Understand what peer pressure means. 

Identify feelings of fear and anxiety associated with peer 

pressure. Recognise when individuals feel under pressure and how 

to resist it if they want to. (SMSC) (IMT)  

*Celebrating my inner strength and assertiveness. Identify a 

clear picture of what is right and wrong. Recognise how to use 

inner strength to show assertiveness. (SMSC) (DRI) (Resp) 

SUMMER 1 - Relationships SUMMER 2 - Changing Me 
*Jealousy. Recognise situations that can cause jealously in 

relationships. Suggest strategies to problem solve when this 

happens. (SMSC) (MT) (K) 

*Love and loss. Identify people individuals love and express why 

they are special to them. Understand how most people feel when 

they lose something or someone they love. (SMSC) (MT) (K) 

*Memories. Understand that people can still remember someone if 

they no longer see them. (SMSC) (MT)  

*Getting on and falling out. Recognise how friendships may 

change. Identify ways to manage feelings when friends fall out and 

how to solve problems through negotiation and compromise. 

(SMSC) (RIMT) (K) 

*Girlfriends and boyfriends. Understand what having a boyfriend 

or girlfriend might mean and that it is a special relationship for 

when children are older. (SMSC) (T)  

*Celebrating my relationships with people and animals. Recognise 

ways to show love and appreciation to people and animals that are 

special to individuals. (SMSC) (IMT) (K) 

*Unique me. Introduce ‘talking PANTS’ campaign by NSPCC. 

Understand that personal characteristics come from birth 

parents. (SMSC) (I) 

*Circles of change. Pt 1. Understand how the circle of change 

works, e.g. seasons, life cycles. (SMSC) (I)  

*Circles of change. Pt 2. Identify ways to use the circle of 

change and apply it to changes in individuals’ lives. (SMSC) (I) 

*Accepting change. Pt 1. Identify changes that may have 

happened, and may continue to happen, during individuals lives.  

(SMSC) (I) 

*Accepting change. Pt 2.Understand that some changes are out 

of individuals’ control and learn to accept it. (I) 

*Looking ahead. Express how individuals feel about moving to Y5. 

(SMSC) (I) 

SMSC = Social, Moral, Spiritual, Cultural 

FBV = DRIMT = Democracy, Rule of Law, Individual Liberty, Mutual Respect, Tolerance of those of different faiths and beliefs 

CBV = H Resp Resi K J = Be Honest, Be Responsible, Be Resilient, Be Kind, Be Just 

Relationship Education 

Health Education  


